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NeRF (Neural Radiance Field)
● Cool videos: https://www.matthewtancik.com/nerf
● The first continuous neural scene representation that is able to render 

high-resolution photorealistic novel views of real objects and scenes from 
RGB images captured in natural settings

https://www.matthewtancik.com/nerf


https://docs.google.com/file/d/1zju3eVUReaZMQAFFMEt1gy5i_i5IeZhV/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1A8-1jgWKKSiwKyK6NB4Q8LLWvcM9dGyh/preview


● Synthesizing novel views of complex scenes by optimizing an underlying 
continuous volumetric scene function using a sparse set of input views

● “underlying continuous volumetric scene function” = a fully-connected network
○ Input : a single continuous 5D coordinate (spatial location (x, y, z) and viewing direction (θ, φ)) 
○ Output : the volume density and view-dependent emitted radiance at that spatial location. 

NeRF (Neural Radiance Field)



Volume Rendering
● Create a 2D projection from a discretely sampled 3D data set

○ Given camera poses and intrinsics, render a 2D image from a 3D volumetric representation

 probability of a ray terminating at an infinitesimal particle at location 

emitted color 
(change with 
viewing 
direction d) 

volume density 
(independent of 
viewing direction 
d)

camera ray

accumulated transmittance along the ray from 
t_n to t (Derivation here link)

https://www2.cs.duke.edu/courses/cps296.8/spring03/papers/max95opticalModelsForDirectVolumeRendering.pdf


 View-dependent emitted radiance



Volume Rendering (discretized)
● Numerically estimate this continuous integral

t_n t_f

Network outputs

Draw uniform distribution



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JuH79E8rdKc


Improve the Quality
● Positional encoding

○ Map the input to high dimensional space before sending into the network
○ Preserve high frequency details
○ Do x, y, z separately to position(xyz) and d(ray direction)

● Hierarchical volume sampling
○ Optimize two networks: one “coarse” and one “fine”
○ Use the output of the coarse network to adjust the sampling for the fine network
○ Compute the final rendered color of the ray using all the sample (fine + coarse)

Higher weight, denser sample (for the fine network) 



Network Structure
Xyz position with Positional encoding

Volume density

Emitted color

Camera ray direction with Positional encoding



Comparison



Implementation
● Camera poses/intrinsics/scene bounds from COLMAP
● Optimize a separate neural continuous volume representation network for 

each scene
● Loss function (image color difference):
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Results

LPIPS is a perceptual metric:  https://arxiv.org/pdf/1801.03924.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1801.03924.pdf





